
 
The SX06DTS is an attractive real world car design cockpit simulator. The system is compact and 
relatively easy to move around and transport.  The design is smart and functional, with a real car cockpit 
layout and real world car controls.  Three high resolution display panels gives the student a 180-210 
degree horizontal field of view presented at a very high frame rate in HD. The operator has an 
integrated user interface whereby they can control assignments and assess student’s progress.  Lesson 
results can be printed off on the integrated laser printer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SX06DTS Driver Training Simulator  

  
Built in printer for SAS student results Full Car Controls 

SimworX  SX06DTS 

The Future in Driver Education 

 



Specifications 

SX06DTS-Training cockpit 

- Mobile cockpit on wheels, with all car controls  

- Monitor frames can be unlocked and hinged inwards so the system fits through standard doorways 

- Dynamic force feedback steering wheel, 36 cm diameter with horn button 

- Manual gearshift with reverse 

- Automatic gearshift 

- Ignition key start 

- High quality Pedals - accelerator, clutch and “loaded” brake pedal 

- Indicator stalk with integrated headlight switch 

- Handbrake  

- Adjustable driver seat 

- Inertia reel seatbelt 

- Dolby sound system with 3D sound 

- On board surge protection and UPS for the PC 

Computer  

- Core i7 PC + hardware for controlling 3 monitors/displays 

- Graphical framerate 60 Hz 

- Windows 7 operating system 

- Software complete with Driver Training Curriculum, Virtual Instructor and Student Assessment System                                                                                             

Display system  

- 3 x graphical channels and 3 live mirrors inserted into the rendering surface on both models 
- 3 x 24 inch HD widescreen monitors for primary rendering display for portable systems 
- 3 x 42”inch up to 50”widescreen panels for primary rendering display for fixed location systems 
- Surround vision, 210 degrees horizontal field of view 
- Resolution 1920 x 1080 for each display (total resolution 5760 x 1080) 
 

    Dimensions:- Chassis - Length 170cms x Width 77cms x H145cms - Weight 180kgs 

    Dimensions over outside of screens 150cms    

    Complete unit rolls on Heavy Duty Swivel Casters with Brakes 

                     Complete Turn Key Portable System    $36,200.00 + GST             
            Complete Turn Key Studio System        $39,800.00 + GST 
     
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

210 degree field of view in 3D cabin with “live” rear vision mirrors 

All controls and cockpit layout replicate that of  a real car cabin environment 
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